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Abstract: Hurricanes can cause severe damage to tropical forests. To understand the nature of
hurricane impacts, we analyze and compare immediate effects from category-4 hurricane María
in 2017 and category-3 hurricane Hugo in 1989 at Bisley Experimental Watersheds (BEW) in the
Luquillo Experimental Forest, Puerto Rico. We show that hurricane María caused lower mortality
than hurricane Hugo, even though hurricane María was a stronger event with higher sustained wind.
The lower mortality was due to the combination of lower accumulated cyclone energy at the site and
more wind-resistant forest structure and composition at the time of disturbance. We compare our
study site with a nearby location that has the same forest type, Luquillo Forest Dynamics Plot (LFDP),
and describe the similarities and differences of mortality and impact factors between the two sites
during the two events. During hurricane Hugo, LFDP experienced much lower mortality than BEW,
even though the accumulated cyclone energy at LFDP was higher. The difference in mortality was due
to contrasting forest structure and composition of the two sites. Our results demonstrate that forest
structure and composition at the time of the disturbance were more critical to hurricane-induced
mortality at the two sites than accumulated cyclone energy.

Keywords: tropical forest; hurricane disturbance; tree census; tree species; forest structure; forest
composition

1. Introduction

Hurricanes are a major disturbance to tropical forests [1–4]. Hurricanes cause im-
mediate damages to individual stems in the forest, and the accumulation of short-term
effects shapes long-term ecosystem structure and function [5–7]. For example, hurri-
canes can shape the forest over many generations to a shorter tree stature [8,9], higher
wood density [8], higher stem density [10], higher tree species diversity [8,11], and lower
hurricane-induced tree mortality [8].

The impact of hurricane disturbance to tropical forests depends on many factors, such
as hurricane strength [12–18], topographical location of the forest [19–21], and size and
species of individual stems [12,22–25]. Intense wind associated with hurricanes breaks
branches, uproots and snaps stems, and defoliates vegetation. Persistent heavy precipi-
tation associated with hurricanes saturates soils, leading to easier uprooting [12,13], and
causes landslides that destroy patches of forest land and vegetation [14–17]. More severe
hurricanes generally lead to higher forest damage and mortality [4]. Topographic location
influences forest damage because of exposure in relation to hurricane disturbance [19–21].
Tree size and species have been found to be impact factors on tree mortality [22,23]. Large
trees experience higher mortality possibly due to their taller stems and exposed larger
crowns [7,9,13,24]. The relationship between mortality and species is possibly negatively
correlated with wood density of the species [4,23,24].
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Hurricane disturbance modifies forest structure and composition via immediate mor-
tality and subsequent recovery [5,6]. In turn, the structure and composition of the forest at
the time of a hurricane disturbance affect forest mortality because of the dependence of
mortality on tree size and species. However, previous studies have not examined in detail
how forest structure and composition affect hurricane-induced mortality resulting from
consecutive disturbance events. Moreover, the interaction among impact factors (hurricane
strength, topographic exposure, size structure, and species composition, etc.) complicates
forest mortality outcomes, and has not yet been investigated. Current research advocates
for identifying impact factors, interactions, and mechanisms to understand the changes
observed in forests after hurricane disturbances, and their implications for recovery and
effects of subsequent hurricanes in forest ecosystems [9,26,27]. To study the effect of forest
structure and composition on hurricane-induced mortality and its interaction with other
impact factors (hurricane strength, topographic exposure), we use stem censuses from a
well-documented site to analyze and compare impacts of two hurricanes (hurricane Hugo
in 1989 and hurricane María in 2017) to a tropical forest in Puerto Rico. Knowledge of tropi-
cal cyclone ecology from this forest system could lead to advances in our understanding of
fundamental forest dynamics and responses to hurricane disturbances.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site

The tropical forest at the Bisley Experimental Watersheds (BEW; 18◦20′ N, 65◦50′ W)
is located on the northeastern side of the Luquillo Mountains in Puerto Rico. The forest is a
mature secondary tabonuco (Dacryodes excelsa) forest recovered from selective logging in
the 1930s and severe hurricanes San Felipe in 1928 and San Ciprián in 1932 [28,29]. Since
1989, 85 permanent plots within 13 hectares of the watersheds have been established and
the vegetation in the plots are monitored every five years [5,28]. This forest system is
recognized as a leading site for cyclone related research [3,7,26,30].

2.2. Tree Census

The species and diameter at breast height (1.3 m) (DBH) of each stem with DBH ≥ 2.5 cm
in each plot have been monitored every five years beginning in 1989. The plots are 10-m
diameter circles and 40 m apart [5]. The first and second censuses were conducted three
months before and after hurricane Hugo (September 1989), respectively, and we refer
to them as pre- and post-Hugo censuses. The most recent census was conducted three
months after hurricane María (September 2017) (post-María census) and recorded auxiliary
information on crown dominance and damage levels of each stem. The pre- and post-
Hugo censuses data come from Zhang et al. [31] and the post-María census data come
from Zhang et al. [32]. Species are grouped into four plant functional types according
to their successional status—early, mid, or late successional trees and palm (Table S1),
following previous studies [6,33–37]. The palm species, Prestoea montana, was separated
from the three successional types because palms are monocots and are different from trees.
Additionally, palms have been given special attention by many researchers in ecosystem
modeling because of their unique traits, some that resemble early successional trees, such as
low structural “wood” density and fast recruitment with open canopy, and other traits that
resemble late successional trees, such as resistance to hurricane winds and shade tolerance.

Damages in the post-María census were classified as Damage I if a stem was defoliated
less than 50%, Damage II if a stem had broken branches or heavy defoliation (>50%), and
Damage III if the trunk or roots are broken. Trees were declared Dead if there was no
evidence of resprouts along the branches or stem, no leaves, no new leaves, more than
50% root exposure, stem breakage, and no tree in place of where there once was a tree.
Crowns were classified as Dominant if the percentage of the crown under direct sunlight
was more than 75%, Co-dominant if 50%–75%, Intermediate if 25%–50%, and Suppressed if
less than 25%. Mortality from hurricane María was calculated as the ratio of the number of
stems recorded dead to the total number of stems recorded in the post-María census. Since
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trees that appeared dead right after a hurricane may resprout and be alive later and we do
not have later censuses after hurricane María, the mortality from hurricane María measures
the instantaneous mortality (may recover later). The mortality from hurricane Hugo was
calculated as the ratio of the number of stems that existed in the pre-Hugo census but not
in the post-Hugo census to the number of stems that existed in the pre-Hugo census. Since
the census data have been corrected for missing information giving later censuses, the
mortality estimated for hurricane Hugo is the true mortality (no recovery). The post-Hugo
census did not record crown dominance and damage levels of individual trees, and thus
the damage information from hurricane Hugo is unavailable.

2.3. Topographic Exposure

The exposure of the study site to local wind was estimated using a modified EXPOS
model [38,39]. Instead of limiting the outcome to binary information of either protected
or exposed based on a fixed wind inflection angle as in the original EXPOS model [39],
we calculated the likelihood of exposure in terms of a topographic angle (θ), which was
calculated as the maximum angle between a location and the mountain peaks in front along
the direction of the incoming wind,

θ = max
i∈1,2,3,...2000

{
arctan

(
zi − z0

i× ∆x

)}
, (1)

where z0 is the elevation of the point of interest, ∆x is the resolution of the elevation map
(10 m), and zi is the elevation of the point that is i pixel(s) away along the direction of the
incoming wind (Figure S1a). Given the range of the Luquillo Mountains (20 km), the farthest
point selected to calculate the topographic angle is 20 km away from z0 (i.e., ∆x = 10 m
and i = 2000). The elevation map is linearly interpolated so that the wind direction is
the x axis. The original topographic elevation data are from USGS National Elevation
Dataset [40]. The wind field of each hurricane and the local wind (wind speed and direction)
at study site were reconstructed using the HURRECON model [38,39] with the radius of
maximum winds Rm = 40 km and scaling parameter that controls the shape of the wind
profile curve B = 1.4 for hurricane Hugo [38]. For hurricane María, since it had smaller
eye size and hurricane size compared to hurricane Hugo [41,42], the two parameters were
set at Rm = 20 km and B = 1.5. The hurricane track and wind speed data are from NOAA
HURDAT2 dataset [43]. The elevation and the exposure maps of BEW and LFDP during
the two events are shown in Figure S1.

2.4. Accumulated Cyclone Energy at Site

The accumulated cyclone energy (ACE) has been used to express the energy of a
cyclone in its lifetime [44]. It is defined as the summation of the square of the wind speed
(knots) at six-hour intervals. Here we define accumulate cyclone energy at site (ACES) to
express the energy of a cyclone at a specific location. The wind speed is the local wind
instead of the hurricane sustained wind, and the topographic exposure to hurricane wind is
incorporated into the equation. Since the hurricane track data are not at regularly six-hour
intervals (less than six hours when landing), we sum the local energy trapezoidal,

ACES = 10−4∑i(Ti+1 − Ti)

(
(vi cos(θi))

2 + (vi+1 cos(θi+1))
2

2

)
, (2)

where vi, θi, and Ti are the wind speed (knots), topographic angle (degree), and the time (at
6-h UTC) at the site for each record i of the hurricane from the HURDAT2 dataset. We count
only the records that the hurricane is within 500 km of the study site. The wind speed and
the topographic angle for each time were calculated in the previous section. The map of
ACES at BEW and LFDP for the two hurricanes are shown in Figure S2.
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2.5. Significance Test on the Difference of Mortality between Two Events

The difference in mortality between two events was tested using a z-score statistic [45],

z =
(m1 −m2)√

m̂(1− m̂)
(

1
n1

+ 1
n2

) , (3)

where m1 and m2 are the mortality in event 1 and event 2, respectively, m1 = d1/n1,
m2 = d2/n2, di and ni are the number of dead trees and number of total trees in event i,
respectively. m̂ is the pooled estimator of mortality, m̂ = (d1 + d2)/(n1 + n2). The z statistic
follows a standard Normal distribution N (0,1). The p-value of z is then P = 2(1−Φ(|z|)),
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Normal distribution.

3. Results
3.1. Observed Damage and Mortality from Hurricanes María and Hugo

The census at Bisley Experimental Watersheds (BEW) after hurricane María showed
different levels of damage to stems in the forest, including defoliation, branch breaking,
stem snapping, and uprooting. The damage differed among species. Early successional
species like Cecropia schreberiana and Miconia tetrandra had the highest mortality (51.85% and
30.77%, respectively), while the mortality of other species was relatively low (less than
20%) (Figure 1a; Table S2). Late successional species (e.g., Sloanea berteriana and Dacryodes
excelsa), mid successional species (e.g., Casearia arborea and Inga laurina), and palm (Prestoea
montana) were more prone to defoliation than mortality or snapping (Figure 1a, Table S2).
The damage also varied among different diameter (DBH) classes (Figure 1b) and crown
dominances (Figure 1c). Most of the intermediate- and large-DBH stems (10–20 cm and
≥20 cm) were defoliated, and some of them had branches broken, while most of the small-
DBH stems (2.5–5 cm and 5–10 cm) were left intact. Stems with a dominant or co-dominant
crown had high probability of defoliation (64% and 67% respectively), while suppressed
stems were likely to snap (36%), possibly because they have a higher chance of being hit by
falling branches from large trees.

Compared to mortality in the forest from hurricane María (10.27%), the mortality from
hurricane Hugo at BEW was significantly higher (57.93%) (z = 20.90, p < 0.0001), even
though hurricane Hugo (110 knots) was weaker than hurricane María (135 knots) when it
entered Puerto Rico. Hurricane Hugo resulted in higher mortality for all species, except for
early successional species C. schreberiana, which experienced ~50% during both hurricanes
(z = −0.34, p = 0.73) (Figure 2; Table S2). The mortality from Hugo was significantly
higher than that from María for each plant functional type (PFT) (p < 0.0001 for each PFT)
(Figure 3a) and each DBH class (p < 0.0001 for each DBH class) (Figure 3b), further evidence
that Hugo had a much larger effect on the forest than María.

Mortality varied with species and stem size for both hurricanes (Figure 3a,b) at BEW.
Early successional species have lower wood density and thus experienced the highest
mortality among the four PFTs in both hurricanes (Figure 3a,c,d). Mid and late successional
species had similar mortality in both hurricanes (Figure 3a,c,d). Although palms have low
structural “wood” density, they are resistant to wind [46] and had the lowest mortality
among the four PFTs during hurricane Hugo (Figure 3a,c). During hurricane María, mortal-
ity of palms was the second highest among the four PFTs (Figure 3a,d), most probably the
result of diseases that palms were experiencing before hurricane María [6].

The variation of mortality with DBH classes was different for the two hurricanes at
BEW. The overall mortality decreased with DBH during Hugo but increased with DBH dur-
ing María (Figure 3b). The mortality difference between large trees and intermediate trees
was significant at 90% significance level for Mid PFT (p = 0.0530) and 99% significance level
for Late PFT (p = 0.0008) during Hugo (Figure 3c). This finding suggests that large stems
are less vulnerable than intermediate stems to hurricane wind for the same PFTs, especially
for Mid and Late PFTs. The higher mortality of large stems in comparison to intermediate
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stems during María (Figure 3b) was a result of a higher proportion of wind-vulnerable early
successional species in the large-DBH category than that in the intermediate-DBH category
(Figure 3d), demonstrating the importance of forest species composition to hurricane-
induced mortality. The lower mortality of small stems (DBH < 10 cm) was likely due to
the protection of the canopy from intermediate and large stems above them (Figure 1c),
demonstrating the importance of forest size structure to hurricane-induced mortality.
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Figure 1. Forest damage three months after hurricane María at Bisley Experimental Watersheds
(BEW). Stem counts (#) and percentage (%) of different levels of damage for (a) each species, (b) each
diameter (DBH) class, and (c) each crown-dominance class. Damage categories I, II, and III are light
damage (<50% of defoliation), intermediate damage (>50% of defoliation or branches broken), and
heavy damage (stem or root broken), respectively. Letters above the bar of the species indicate the
successional type of the species: palm (P), early (E), mid (M), and late (L) successional trees. Letter N
in panel (b) represents not measured. Letters D, C, I, and N in panel (c) represent crown-dominance
classes: dominant (D), co-dominant (C), intermediate (I), suppressed (S), and not-measured (N). The
data used to produce (a–c) are also listed in Tables S3–S5, respectively.
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3.2. Forest Structure and Composition

At the time of hurricane Hugo, the forest was dominated by two late successional
species, S. berteriana and D. excelsa, in terms of stem abundance. The wind resistant palm
species, P. montana, was the third dominant species but accounted for only 7% of the stem
abundance in the forest (Figure 4a). Although the late successional species have relatively
low mortality compared to early successional species, more than half of the stems in the
forest were small (2.5–5 cm and 5–10 cm) (Figure 4b), and those small stems were likely
to be exposed to local wind or damaged by falling trees or branches, resulting in high
mortality. Succession after the disturbance from hurricane Hugo changed the size structure
and species composition of the forest. By the time of hurricane María, the wind resistant
palm P. montana had tripled in numbers, accounting for 21% of the stems, and had become
the most abundant species in the BEW forest (Figure 4a). The dominant stem size changed
to intermediate-DBH class (10–20 cm) (Figure 4b). Ninety percent of the small stems were
under the canopy of intermediate and large (≥10 cm) stems and protected from local wind
resulting in less mortality than for intermediate and large stems (Figure 1b). Therefore, the
differences in forest structure and composition present at the time before the two hurricane
events explain partly the differences in mortality during the two hurricane events.

3.3. Forest Exposure to Hurricane Wind

Hurricane Hugo was a category-3 hurricane (110 knots) at landfall in Puerto Rico while
hurricane María was a category-4 hurricane (135 knots) at landfall. However, hurricane
Hugo passed directly over the BEW while the center of hurricane María was 40 km southeast
of the Luquillo Mountains (Figure S1b). The maximum local wind speed at BEW was higher
during Hugo (96 knots) than during María (88 knots). Hurricane Hugo had impact on
the BEW forest (within 150 km) for 24 h (September 18 00:00 UTC–September 19 00:00
UTC, 1989), as did hurricane María (September 20 00:00 UTC–September 21 00:00 UTC,
2017). Most of the forest was completely exposed to hurricane Hugo while somewhat
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protected from hurricane María by the Luquillo Mountains (Figure S1d,e). The accumulated
cyclone energy at BEW (ACES; see methods) during hurricane Hugo (1.81 × 104 kt2)
was significantly higher than that during hurricane María (0.98 × 104 kt2) (p < 0.0001)
(Figure S2a,b), which is consistent with the overall mortality in the forest during the two
events (57.93% vs. 10.27%). Therefore, the differences in ACES between the two hurricane
events likely partly explain the differences in mortality during the two hurricane events.
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Site exposure also explains differences in mortality dependence on DBH between the
two events. During hurricane Hugo, the forest had high exposure (Figure S1d) and most
of the stems exposed to local wind were small stems, which are less wind resistant than
large stems. Thus, the mortality of small stems is higher than that of intermediate and large
stems. During hurricane María, the exposure of the forest was lower (Figure S1e), and most
of the stems exposed are the wind resistant palm species with intermediate size, resulting
in much lower mortality than what was observed during hurricane Hugo. Small stems
are protected by the canopy of the intermediate and large stems, and thus the mortality of
small stems is even lower than that of intermediate and large stems. Therefore, local wind
speed and exposure of the forest enhance the importance and complexity of forest structure
and species composition on hurricane-induced mortality.

3.4. Same Forest Type and Hurricane Events with Contrasting Site Outcomes

Eight kilometers west of BEW, the Luquillo Forest Dynamics Plot (LFDP) at El Verde
Research Area (Figure S1b) has the same forest type and was also affected by the two
hurricanes. However, the effect of the two hurricanes on mortality was different at the two
study sites (Figure 5a). At LFDP, mortality for intermediate and large stems (DBH ≥ 10 cm)
during hurricane María was twice as high as that during hurricane Hugo [4]. In contrast,
the mortality at BEW during Maria was just a third of what it was during Hugo (Figure 5a;
Figure S4). In the following we contrast the different outcomes of the two sites as a function
of different factors and conditions.
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Figure 5. Comparison of mortality and impact factors at Luquillo Forest Dynamics Plot (LFDP) and
Bisley Experimental Watersheds (BEW) during hurricanes Hugo and María. (a) The mortality at the
two sites during the two hurricane events. The mortality and impact factors at (b) BEW during the
two events and (c) LFDP during the two events. The mortality and impact factors at the two sites
during (d) hurricane Hugo and (e) hurricane María. (f) The relative importance of the impact factors.
The mortality at BEW is for stems with DBH≥ 10 cm, to be consistent with that at LFDP. The mortality
between any two events (panels b,c,d) is significantly different according to z-score test (p < 0.0001)
except that the mortality between LFDP and BEW during María (panel e) is not significantly different
(p = 0.5304). In panels (b–f), H. strength represents hurricane strength at landfall (in knots), ACES
represents accumulated cyclone energy at site (104 kt2), F. species represents forest dominant species,
and F. structure represents forest dominant DBH size. The mortality, dominant species and DBH size
at LFDP are from Uriarte et al. [4], which are also shown in Figure S3. Orange font color indicates that
the factor cannot explain mortality while green font color indicates that the factor is consistent with
mortality. In panel (f), boxing means combining the impact factors, the arrows between boxes indicate
relative importance where the direction of the arrow indicates increasing importance. Relative
importance is obtained from the corresponding panels (b–d) as shown beside the arrows.

At BEW, local wind speed, topographic exposure, and accumulated cyclone energy at
the site was much lower during hurricane María than during hurricane Hugo (Figure 5b).
Furthermore, size structure and species composition at BEW during hurricane Hugo were
more wind resistant than that during María (Figure 5b). Therefore, the lower mortality
during María was due to a combination of the lower accumulated cyclone energy at the
site and the structure and composition of the forest that were more resistant to hurricane
disturbance (Figure 5b,f).

At LFDP, the dominant stem size and dominant species were the same during the two
hurricanes—both were dominated by the wind resistant palm species and medium-sized
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stems (Figure 5c; Figure S3b,d). The exposure to local wind was lower during María than
during Hugo because of the track and the distance of hurricanes to the forest (Figure S1g,h).
Therefore, the exposure to local wind cannot explain the differences in mortality observed
from the two hurricanes at LFDP (Figure 5c). The difference in mortality was attributed to
the storm meteorology (wind speed and rainfall) [4] (Figure 5f).

During hurricane María, mortality was similar at the two sites (15.4% for LFPD and
14.26% for BEW) (Figure 5e). Moreover, the accumulated cyclone energy at the two sites
was similar (Figure S2b,d). The species composition and size structure of the two sites were
also similar at the time before hurricane María (Figure S3): both forests were dominated
by the wind resistant palm species and medium-sized stems. These observations are
consistent with the conclusion that accumulated cyclone energy, along with forest structure
and species composition, are important components to hurricane-induced mortality.

During Hugo, mortality at BEW (47.64%) was significantly higher than mortality
at LFDP (7.71%) (p < 0.0001) (Figure 5d). The accumulated cyclone energy at BEW
(1.81 × 104 kt2) was lower than that at LFDP (2.26 × 104 kt2) (Figure 5d and Figure S2a,c),
and thus cannot explain the mortality difference at the two sites. However, the size struc-
ture and species composition of the two forests were significantly different (p < 0.0001)
(Figure S3). The forest at LFDP was dominated by the wind resistant palm species, P. mon-
tana, and wind resistant medium-sized stems, resulting in much lower mortality than that at
BEW, which was dominated by late successional species with small stem size. These results
further demonstrate that forest structure and composition are more critical components of
hurricane-induced mortality than accumulated cyclone energy (Figure 5f).

Figure 5f summarizes the relative importance of the impact factors: hurricane strength
was more important than ACES (Figure 5c), forest state (including species and structure)
was more important than ACES (Figure 5d), and forest state together with ACES were more
important than hurricane strength (Figure 5b).

4. Discussion

Hurricane Hugo caused higher mortality than hurricane María at our study site, even
though hurricane Hugo was a weaker event in terms of hurricane strength (hurricane
category). By comparing the results at our study site with a nearby site of the same
forest type [4], we were able to identify impact factors and study the interaction among
different impact factors. We conclude that hurricane strength, topographic exposure, and
forest structure and composition prior to disturbance were all important factors affecting
hurricane-induced mortality, yet forest structure and composition played the most critical
role, especially when combined with accumulated cyclone energy at the forest. Although it
has been reported that tropical forest canopy height, stem density, and species diversity
are affected by hurricanes [8–11], the mechanisms (i.e., changes in forest structure and
species composition) and consequences for succession and recovery have not been clearly
addressed. Our findings on the role of forest structure and species composition of the same
forest site after two hurricane disturbances provide insights on immediate hurricane effects
on forests, and the role of sequential events at the same site due to the change and recovery
of the structure and composition after those events. With an increase in the availability
of long-term studies on individual forest sites, the role of forest structure and species
composition in hurricane mortality becomes evident [47,48]. These long-term studies serve
to increase our understanding on the interactions between forest structure and composition
and hurricane disturbances.

Under a warming climate, hurricanes are predicted to be more frequent and more
intense [49–51]. The structure and composition of forests that are exposed to hurricane
events will continuously change with consecutive and accumulated disturbances. Forests
subject to frequent and severe hurricane disturbances are likely to contain wind-resistant
canopy and stem structure and have species composition naturally selected under those
conditions [52]. In tropical forests, wind resistant species such as palms [28] will continue
to have stem dominance and perhaps become more ubiquitous. As hurricanes shift toward
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higher latitudes [53], extratropical forests will be increasingly subject to hurricane distur-
bances in the future [21]. Better comprehension of the relationship between forest structure
and composition in relation to consecutive hurricane effects is critical to understand the
recovery trajectory of forests from hurricane disturbances and to guide monitoring and
management strategies [54].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/f13020202/s1, Figure S1: Topographic angle maps of two study sites from two hurricanes.
Method of calculating topographic angle (θ) of a given point (a), location of the Bisley Experimental
Watersheds (BEW) (black star) and the Luquillo Forest Dynamics Plot (LFDP) (black circle) relative
to the tracks of hurricanes Hugo and María (colored lines) (b), elevation map of the BEW (c) and
the map of the topographic angle of BEW regarding hurricane Hugo (d) and hurricane María (e).
(f–h) are the same as (c–e), except for the LFDP. The topographic angle reveals the likelihood of
exposure of a given point to wind disturbances, and smaller angle indicates higher likelihood of
being exposed to the wind. The maps in (d,e,g,h) show the minimum topographical angle (maximum
exposure) of the pixel among the times when the hurricanes were within 500 km of the site. Figure S2:
Same as Figure S1d,e,g,h, but for the accumulated cyclone energy at site (ACES). The domain mean
and 95% confidence interval for each site during each hurricane are given in parentheses. Figure S3:
Species composition and size structure of the two sites (BEW and LFDP) during the two hurricane
events (María and Hugo). (a) and (c) show the stem density of each species (a) and each DBH size
(c) with DBH ≥ 10 cm and density ≥ 10 #/ha at BEW at the times of hurricane Hugo and hurricane
María. (b,d) are the same as (a,c), but for LFDP. The DBH in X-axis in (c,d) are on a logarithmic scale.
The data for LFDP in (b,d) are from Table S1 and Figure S1, respectively, in Uriarte et al. [4], which
is under creative commons license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, accessed on
25 January 2022). The two distributions in each panel are significantly different (p < 0.0001) using
χ2 test. Figure S4: Same as Figure 2, but for stems with DBH ≥ 10 cm. Table S1: Code, Genus and
species, Family, and Plant Function Type (PFT) of each species, listed in the order of descending
abundance for each PFT before hurricane María. The scientific name of species follows the Integrated
Taxonomic Information System (https://www.itis.gov/, accessed on 25 January 2022). Table S2:
Mortality of each species from hurricanes Hugo and María. The list is in the descending order of the
abundance of each species before hurricane María. Table S3: Damage information of each species
from hurricane María. The list is in the descending order of the abundance of each species before
hurricane María. Table S4: Damage information of each DBH class from hurricane María. Table S5:
Damage information of each crown dominance category from hurricane María.
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